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There's ASkeleton On Campus-And It's Growing

Dean L. C. Sears To Direct
Literary Landmarks Tour
Through Britain And Europe
Touring the lit er ary landmarks of Br itain and Europe will
provide a "Wonderful holiday and enriched tour," states Dean
L. C. Sears, co-director of the "Literary Landmarks Tour" to be
conducted this summer.
The 53 day excursion will begin about June 25 and last
until about Aug. 17. Dr. Wade Ruby, professor of English,
8-eorge Pepperdine College, is the other director.
Visits to t he birthplaces of Shakespeare, Dickens, Hardy,
1yron, Shelley, Keats, Dryden, Pope, Burns, Scott, Coleridge,
Milton, Gray and Th ackeray will h ighlight the tour. The
~ountry of Goethe, Rousseau, Voltaire and Caivin will also be
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-<> vi sited.

Snapshot Contest
Closes Feb. 25
Gilfilen Announces
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Assignment Harding

Dr. Ulrey Will Direct
Cathcart Girls
Alpha
Psi
OmegaPlay
Wait For Dates
In Approved Way
By JACKIE ANGUISH
In case you noticed Cathcart
trembling last Friday, it was nothing to lose sleep over. The intercom blared through the halls for the
first time in what seemed like ages.
Every girl jumped a foot and probably will keep on jumping until that
unusual sound once more becomes
a part of dorm life.
Needed A Vacation
Personally, I have come to the
conclusion that the inter-com took
a few days vacation on purpose just
to show the girls how dependent
they are upon it.
In its eagerness to prove its importance the inter-com must have
forgotten the trouble it would cause
the poor desk keepers. I thank my
lucky stars that desk duty didn't fall
on me during the week. Running up
and down stairs is not for me and
since I'm not the persuasive type
I can't get someone else to do the
running for me.
The desk keeper would glare at
the phone and dare it to ring. Of
course it did. Hope was not lost
however. She dared it to be long
distance. Of course it was.
Being in a good mood (Harding
girls are always in a good mood),
the poor soul took a good running
start up the three flights of stairs
to seek the desired person. In her
excitement she had forgotten to look
up the room number of the party
she was seeking.
Since this girl wasn't dumb (Harding girl, remember) and didn't
particularly want to make the trip
all over again, she let out two lady
like yells and one blood thirsty
scream. Much to her dismay, there
was no answer.
She then ran down the three
flights, quickly looked up the room
number, and crawled back up the
stairs only to find the room empty.
It's' No Use
Completely worn out and discouraged she went back to desk duty
and buried herself in her books.
When the inter-com does calm
down, it is sure to help the boys
distinguish the bold girls from the
shy ones. Boys, the next time the
inter-com goes out of order, notice
the girls who stick their heads
around the reception room door to
find their dates. .
It is ridiculous enough for girls
to hide behind those half closed
doors much less to peer out into
that mob of men in search for a
date. It was much more fun trying to Tecognize his footsteps. Don't
think this wasn't done!

Deadline for entries in the Winter
Snapshot Conest is Feb. 25 according to Walt Gilfilen, Camera Club
president.
Any size photogra phs can be entered in this contest. Subject matter
is limited to campus scenes. All pictures will be considered for publication in the Petit Jean and in the
Bulletin.
Number of entries is not limited.
Judges for the contest will be announced later.

Dr. Evan Ulrey has announced the cast for "Trifles," a
one-act play by Susan Glaspell. Highly acclaimed as contest
material, the play is the first of three one-act plays to be presented in chapel by Alpha Psi Omega, honorary dramatic fraternity.
Burl Hogins has been cast in the
part of George Henderson, a county
attorney, and Bill Hampton will portray Henry Peters, the sheriff.
Charles Pittman will act in the
part of Lewis Hale, a neighboring
farmer; Mrs. Peters will be played
by Mrs. J. T. Cone; and Mrs. Hale,
by DeUa Stokes.
Mrs. Perry Mason will design the
set, and other members of Alpha

Psi Omega will assist backstage.
Production is scheduled for the
latter part of next week.

NOTICE
During this semester, Bison copies
will be placed by the fireplace instead of near the door of the Ganus
Student Center.

One-Act Harlequinade
Presented In Chapel
"The Wonder Hat," a one-act harlequinade directed by Thurman
Alexander was presented before the
chapel audience recently.
Written by Kenneth Sawyer
Goodman and Ben Hecht, the play
featured Otis Clayton as Harlequin,
Peggy McLemore as Columbine, Tom
Wofford as Pierrot, Bill Hampton as
Punchinello and Lavora Ballard as
Margot.
Mack Graham and Richard Carson were in charge of the set. Others
on the production crew were Jim
Moritz, Kay Wilson, Caryl Landreth,
Patsy Smith, Helen Hendrix and
Weldon Hendrix.

May Receive Credit
A student taking this trip may
receive from three to six hours
credit in British and European literature if he desires. Visiting the literary shrines ·will be supplemented
with informal lectures by the directors and guest speakers.
The all inclusive 53 day tour price
is $1,085 . The tour lS limited to students, teachers and others with appreciation of our literary heritage.
Embarking at Quebec, the party
will sail to Southampton, England.
After several days of visiting, the
group will arrive in London where
it will tour Windsor Castle.
Leaving London, the troupe will
view Cambridge and then pass
through the Robin Hood country and
the Scott country enroute to Edinburgh.
Motor trips along the shore and
an excursion by steamer on Loch
Lomond and Lake Katherine will
precede the dinner lecture on the
"Lake Poets" in Glasgow.

By DENNIE HALL
"Will you help me find a book?
don't know the name of it, but I
think it is a r ed book."
Such a request would be met with
a cold stare at most libraries, but
not at the Harding College Library.
"One attribute a librarian must
have is patience," says Mrs. Paralee
Glass, Harding's head librarian.
Patience is not the only quality
Mrs. Glass possess, however. Magnanimous Mrs. Glass spends her entire day in service to others.

While in the Alps, Dr. Ruby will
lecture on "The Literature of the
Alps."
After lunch in Nice, the group will
motor along the famous Riviera Corniche drive to Monaco. Following the
visit to Monte Carlo, the group
will return via Nice to Cannes.
Concluding the trip will be a visit
to Paris. Here the group will tour
historic and contemporary Paris
with an excursion to Versailles. Embarkation will be in Le Havre or
Cherbourgh for the return trip to
Quebec.
Free days will be given the group
in London, Cannes and Paris. Several afternoons will provide free periods also.
Transportation to and from Quebec is being arranged in groups. If
desired, tours can be made through
Detroit, Toronto, Montreal and Ne)V
England on the trips to and from
Quebec.
Reservations should be made as
early as possible because of the
difficulty of obtaining ship accommodations after March or April. Full
information can be obtained by writing Dean L. C. Sears.

Mrs. Glass often works late at night in the library.

Has Taught Agriculture
Since that time, Mrs. Glass' list.
of activities has included teaching
everything from physical education
to vocational agriculture, leading
girl scout work, supervising city
recreation programs, participating in
church work and rearing two
charming daughters.
Mrs. Glass went into library work
eight years ago at the encourage-

The complete tour of Stratford-onAvon will include a visit to Shakespeare's home and a Shakespearean
play. After visiting Oxford, the party will motor to Canterbury following Chaucer's route.
Having spent 15 days in Britain,
the group will arrive in Europe on
the 26th. day of the tour. Disembarking at Ostend, Belgium, the
troupe will then travel to Frankfurt spending time in Amsterdam
and Cologne enroute.
Lunch at "Red Ox Inn" will highlight the stay in Heidelberg.
While in Switzerland; Lucerne,
Zurich, Interlaken and Berne will
be the points of interest. By · motor
launch, the party will traverse Lake
Geneva arriving at the Castle of
Chillon, made famous by Byron. The
U. N. buildings in Geneva will be
visited.
To See Alps

Gives Library Service
"I have a master's degree in library science, but I try to use it in
library service," explains Mrs. Glass.
"I like my work because I love
people, and I come in contact with
so many people here in the library."
"There is not a year of my life
that I would give up because each
year has brought friends that have
meant so much to me," Mrs. Glass
relates.
We see what she means when we
look back on Mrs. Glass' life. Few
persons can boast a life so eventful.
Mrs. Glass entered Abilene Christian College after attending the University of Texas for three years. At
Abilene, Mrs. Glass taught physics,
math and Spanish while she completed work for her degree. Shei was
Abilene's first woman to graduate
with a major in chemistry.

Shakespeare's Home

ment of ·her husband. Those who
patronize the library can testify that
Mrs. Glass has found her calling.
Cultural Center
Her day begins early and ends
late. Among her other duties, she
supervises the work of two other
full-time librarians and 26 student
librarians, she conducts the monthly
review-tea and she works to make

the library the cultural center of
the campus.
But her duties as librarian are
not what students will remember
most about Mrs. Glass after they
have left school.
They will remember her as a
friend to all in need, the personification of kindness, an enthusiastic
Christian.

Patsy Smith Directs
'The Finger Of God'
"The Finger of God," a one-act
play directed by Patsy Smith, was
the final Little Theatre Workshop
Production for the fall semester.
The cast included Otis Hilburn,
Helen Hendrix and Lester Parmenter.
On the production crew were Edward Ritchie, Herman Alexander,
Thurman Alexander, Richard Carson
and Janice Stroud.
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Pat On The Back For Mrs. Hart
(The following editorial appeared in the Jan. 16
edition of the Searcy Daily Citizen.)
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
the officials of the Searcy Chamber of Commerce for the wonderful way in which the annual banquet and program was carried out on Friday night.
Everything went according to plan, and the planning was
well done. We would also like to take particular public note
of the speed and expert handling given the prep~ration and
serving of the dinner to an extremely large number of people.
The food was well prepared and served with almost lightning
speed. This is due to the work of Mrs. E. V. Hart, dietition
at Harding CoUege, and her staff.
All in all, we thought that the banquet and the program
was among the finest ever held in our area, and we'd just like
to take this opportunity to thank the planners for a job well
done.

?na.ke

Not by
Bread Alone

MUSIC
By SUGAR STEWART

The other day, Harry the Hipster ' - - - - - - - - - - - B y CHARLES PITTMAN
and I were talking about the old
Almost certain to bring the desongs. Why don't we sing the old Dear Cohortus,
songs any more?
You'll have to excuse this charred sired results is pride. It works in
Many years ago, groups used to stationery but I've run out of asbes- several ways. You may wish to make
gather around a piano and sing tos sheets. I received your letter in- the victim extremely zealous so
for hours. Remember those old fav- quiring about the most effective way that he works hard at Christian
work.
orites that everyone used to sing? to overwhelm people.
Then carefully plant t he idea that
"Who Broke the Lock on the Hen
Contrary to what you might think,
House Door,' "Mothex, Mother, the most obvious methods are not he's pretty good because he does
Come Get Your Darling Boy" and all always the best. I have found, dur- so much for our adversary. Let him
the rest ..... ah, those boys really ing my centuries of experience, that entertain the thought that he can
knew how to write good stuff.
the most subtle tactics are the most almost earn his salvation.
Of course, you can't get him to
Now everyone wants to sing "The deadly.
I have won very few people by believe he earns it entirely by himGreat Pretender" or "Woo Bop De
self, but you won't have too much
Bop, Bop, Bop." I say, along with just presenting myself or some of
trouble getting him to believe that
my
evil
schemes
openly.
Harry, let's go . back to the old
he almost earns it by his own effort.
songs; let's go back to those tearThis is just as good.
jerkers of by gone years.
You may want to use pride in
Exams are over, and the 1955 fall semester is now history.
Possibly to some of you hep-cats,
another way. Lead him to believe
Don't get too excited though! Finals come again in four the words to the old songs seem
that man has the ability to answer
square, so for your benefit, Harry
months.
every que$'tion. Then present him
with some of the seeming discrepFor some reason, final examination week is always a and I have organized the HCANLancies in the Bible. (Apparent disdreaded ordeal for both students and faculty. Lights burned WOS. (For those of you who are
not familiar with the HCANLWOS,
crepancies between the Bible and
way into the morning in many dormitory rooms last week, and it means the Harding College Ashistory or scientific findings are
many students didn't have time to sleep any at all. Swollen sociation of New Lyric Writers for
useful in this respect also. )
eyes, frayed nerves and short tempers are the consequences.
Old Songs.)
Because of his pride, your proBy SALLY ROGERS
It seems that after one episode of cramming, students Although operating with a limited
spect will think he has all the
would learn to prepare for exams in advance. But since human membership, the HCANLWOS has
What do you like best about ban- facts needed to explain the discrepbeings will continue being procrastinators, it is not likely that produced two new lyrics for old quets?
ancies. But his faith will be shaken
students will change their study habits.
songs. The first one in the series Elizabeth Rains-Riding in a car.
when he discovers that the discordThere are a couple of steps, however, that could be taken is to the tune of "Row, Row, Row Larry Bills-Sneezing! (I'm alergic ant facts are not so easily explained,
Your Boat." Our lyrics are as folbecause he will refuse to admit that
to make examination week easier.
to carnations.)
lows:
he does not have all the facts.
First of all, a four day period seems not long enough for
Neale
Pryor-It
isn't
the
food.
This latter method gives me more
"Propel, propel, propel your craft
final exams. Monday and Tuesday should be devoted to exams
Nadine Tyler-The change in food. pleasure, Cohortus, because of its
Placidly
up
the
solution;
in addition to the regular days. Thus, exam week could be
subtlety. I nearly split my sides
Joyfully, joyfully, joyfully, joy- Sible Rockett-I'll find out Saturday every time I think of all the times
extended from four days to six days.
night.
fully,
By doing this, some students would no longer have to take
Richard Hawkins--Getting to go off I have used it with good results.
Existence is just an illusion!"
as many as five tests in a single day as they now do, and exams
You mentioned wanting any miscampus with a girl.
cellaneous pointers I might happen
Now at first, this may not strike
would no~ have to be given at night. After taking exams all
Loreta Huffard-The car rides.
to have. I am very happy to comday, one is to exhausted to take another one at night. This you readers (and after this I may
Mickey Beal-Not the men!
ply.
not
have
many)
as
being
a
gigantic
would also s~lve. many of the problems that arise in making
Preachers will be some of your
out the examination schedule, and all those revisions would not achievement, but it represents a Byron Futrell-The food and my
girl.
most
effective weapons. Get them
minimum
of
15
minutes
of
concenbe necessary.
trated effort. After all, the HCANL- Wimpy Wright-Dates without hav- to strive to speak 1,000 words per
The second suggestion is to have a longer period between WOS is a n ew organization!
minute. Make them forget that they
ing to ask for them.
s~mesters.. This would 'enable students to have a short vacaOur second offer is along the Jimmy Smith-The good looking are leading minds in thought intion, and it would give the teachers more time to grade papers. same line. It is to the tune of "Hail,
stead of just aiming a barrage of
women.
Hail, the Gang's All Here." Our Charles Buchanan-I don't go to words at the audience.
Another thing. Lead as many
adaptation is as follows:
very many. I'm engaged.
preachers as you can to develop a
"Cheer, cheer, the multitude's as- Edsel Hughes-The night arr, the
"tone." which will repel some people
sembled .....
car, the ..... !
of its own accord and lull the reWhy should we concern our- Nancy Mitten-The trip there and mainder to sleep.
selves?
Exalt in the minds of preachers
back.
Why should we concern ourthe virtue of a million scriptures
selves?
Have you heard about the evolu- merely quoted over one scr ipture
well-explained. Make them think
Cheer, cheer, the multitude's as- tion of a college man?
By DICK RICHARDSON
Freshman-Bill Smith
the number of scriptures quoted is
sembled ...
Sophomore-William Smith
a good measure of the worth of the
12:85 a. m. - Monday morning; advantages of having a postoffice
Why should we concern ourJunior-W. Algernon Smith
sermon.
Sitting at the typewriter, tense, box on the top row."
selves at present?"
Senior-William A. Smith
You will find that jealousy, envy
tired, and disgusted, I am all ready
Final tests are funny aren't they?
Now that was much better, wasn't
Job Hunter--Smith
and quibbling over insignificant mat48 hours late with my column for They kind of leave you lifeless and it? Well, wasn't it?
ters are most efficacious when cultithis week and I can't think of a crazy.
Oh well, someone has to be a
It isn't the right-of-way that vated among preachers.
thing to write.
I guess finals effect everyone ex- martyr for the cause.
counts - It's the right way.
My phone is ringing. Probably
Hall just left; irritable as usual. cept Hall. Hall is just like an ant,
some one calling to report a victory.
Told me that I was no exception to never tires.
So I'll close.
Lose a minute and save a life.
Wish I could get my roommate to use for one sock; finally decided to
his rule about getting copy in on
Maliciously your s,
Politeness
is
the
art
of
choosing
use
it
for
a
dust
rag.
Sure
is
dark
to
clean
up
the
room.
I
cleaned
it
time. I tried to explain to him that
Devil B. Satan
among
your
thoughts.
out.
I was too tired to write a column up in October and it's his turn
Still can't think of anything to
this week, but he only grunted. He now. He says he is allergic to dust.
write. I'll just tell Editor Hall what
is just a machine; a machine with Allergic, my eye! He's just lazy.
no sympathy, that's what he is.
Got to wash some socks out to- I think of him - pesty little ant.
It's . dark outside - usually is, I morrow. Don't think that I have a trying to scare people all of the
guess around midnight. A strong clean pair to my name. Wish some time. Funny thing that German
wind is coming up from the north- girl would knit me some socks. I final . . • babe, hast, hat • • • ; •
west: rain is still dripping off the like knit socks. One girl started
INTELLECTUAL: One who bothers [fJf~: · ·:·:·:·:·:·:-:.; ..·.· :· ···· · ··
roof in a slo·w, monotonous pattern. knitting me a pair once, but only
finished one. Never could find much to think.
Not a soul is up in the dorm everyorle recovering from tests, I
Dennie Hall ...... ... . .... ..... . . .. . .. .... . .. . ... .. .. ... . . .. ... ... .. .... Editor
suppose.
Roommate has been in bed for
Richard Gee ... .~....... .................. .. ... .. .. . Business Manager
hours; just said something in his
sleep - nothing profound, just the
usual. The room's a mess; empty
Tony Pippen .. . .. ......... .. . .. .............. ..... ...... .. . . .. ... ... . .... . .. . .... . .... .. Assistant Edito·r
coke bottles over the desk, old notes
Nona Williams ..... ................. ............. ... ..... .. .............. .... ................. News Editor
all over the floor. Hundreds of tests
Charles Pittman ..... ....... ...................... ... ........... .. ........ .... .......... Religious Editor
that I have been grading all afterMargaret Hardy . .. .. .. .. . .. ................. .... ..... ... .. . . . .. .. ... . . .. ..... ... .. ... .. Society Editor
noon are scattered all over the bed
Dewey Brown .. . .. .... .... .. ... ........ .. .... .. ..... ... ... .. ... .... .. . .. .. .. .. ........ ....... Sports Editor
and chair. The dirty clothes bag
Garrett Timmerman ..... ............. ... . ... . ....... ... .. ........ .. Assistant Sports Editor
has long since been filled and socks,
Bill Stafford, Harold Norwood, Dale Flaxbeard, Ken Nichols,
jeans and the unmentionables have
Jo Ann Holton, Raymond Morris ..... .... ..... ....... ..... ....... .. .. ....... Sports Staff
been kicked under the bed out of
Walt
Gilfilen, Nina Harvey, Glennette Smith, Wanda Diestelsight. Got to get the laundry taken
kamp, Mary Ann Hopper, Cathy Sample, Carroll Dunkin,
out sometime this week.
Barbara Galyan, Herb Stewart, Carroll Pearson, Dot
Rabe, hast, hat ... funny how
Goodwin, Louis Eckstein, Carol Trent, Janis Griffin .... ........ .... Reporters
I forgot those easy words on the
Dick Richardson, Jackie Anguish, Cissy Blake, Sally Rogers,
German final. Nothing hard about
Joanne Hartman, Calvin Downs, Sallie Turner, Jackie
them, just slipped my mind.
Jones ...... ... .... .... ........ .... ... ....... ... .. ...... ......... .. .... ....... ............ :·. Feature Writers
12:50 • . . a little red ant keeps
weaving across the desk hunting
Jim Gainey ..... ..... ........ ............................... .. .: .... ........................... Photographer
crumbs. Hall is just like an ant;
Ottis Hilburn . . . .. . . .. . . . .. ... . ... .. .. .......... .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . .... ... . . ......... . . ... . .. . .. . Artist
never tires, never gives up.
Sue Gary, Mack Graham, Merlen Ward, Kay Parris .. ...... .. ..... . Copyreaders
Got to write Mom tomorrow and
Wallace Alexander and Elizabeth Lansdon .. .... . . . .... .. ....... .. .. .. Proofreaders
tell her that I am still alive. She
Lyman Turley ..... ......... ............ .......................... Assistant Business Manager
always worries about me during test
Sugar Stewart ... ... ... .. .. .. ........... ... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. ... Circulation Manager
week - never knows whether I will
Doyle Helm ....... .. .... .. ..... .. ................ .. ..... ..... .. Assistant Circulation Manager
pull through or not. Moms are funAlfred Couch, Shirley Fort ..... ....... .................... ............... . Circulation Staff
ny.
Jerry West brook, Lanny Faris .. .... ... . .. . . .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ..... .. Business Staff
Guess I could write something inNeil Cope ..... .... .. ........ .......................... ...... .... ......... ..... .... ... .. .. Faculty Advisor
teresting for the column this week
' Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
like, "Why Pat Dykes wears his
hair the way he does," or "Why
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular
boys hate girls with crooked sooms,"
elCademic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the stuor perhaps something more prodents of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
found, like "Why girls should want
.1;
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansas,
to be mothers someday," or "The ,
"I ain't so keep about this on the job training."
Post Office under act of March 3, 1879. ·

Exam Period Should Be Longer

••

.if

YOU ASK ME

Rambling with Richard

@

Rice-Porterfield
Vows Solemnized

Society
MARGARET HARDY, Society Editor

'Snowflake Fantasy' Is Theme
Of Oege Club's Annual Banquet
The banquet room truly looked
like a "winter wonderland" with
a large glitteiring snowflake hanging
from the ceiling and smaller ones
suspended from it.
Freddie Rogers and Bill Path
were crowned Snow Queen and
Snow King, by Mae Ann Tucker.
The welcome and response was
given by Doris Wakham and Bob
Jolliff.
The group was entertained by the
Blue Beats.
Guests were: Doris Wakham, Bob
Jqlliff; Kay Parris, George Oliver;
Janet Somerville, Eddie Faulkner;
Frances Gould, Byron Futrell; Sue
Paxson, Garrett Timmerman; Dot
Reed, Ronald Smith.
Margaret Holton, Bob Blake; Marilyn Fields, Lee Winters; Ann Bettis,
Howard Flippen; Lula Harris, Harry
Boggs;
Loretta
Goyne,
Dudley
Spears; Betty Jo Goodman, Jim Holleman; Gayle Shoptaw, John Wilson;
Doris Lee Jones, Winfred Wright;
Rose Jones, J euy Hill.
Dorma Rogers, John McRay; Freddie Rogers, Bill Path; Myrna French,
Jerry Hogan; Mary Russell, J. W.
Collins; Peggy Farris, John Townsdin; Rose Turner, Dale McAnulty;
Kyoko Y amado, Eugene Persell and
Mr. and Mrs. Lott Tucker.

Mayfair Is Scene
Of HClub Banquet
The HHH social club went down
to Davy Jones' Locker Jan. 20 for
their annual formal banquet. The
theme of the banquet, held at the
Mayfair was the Sand and the Sea.
The center of attraction was a
huge treasure chest with jewelry
spilling from the sides. The chest
was surrounded by pink coral. Fish
nets, with Louisiana moss hanging
from them, covered the ceilings.
Miniature fish and octopuses were
scattered about on the walls.
The welcome was given by Virginia Dykes, the response by Jay
Byerley and the invocation by Prof.
James Burrow. Prof. Glen Wiley was
the speaker.
Paula Rickard, Peggy McLemore
and Virginia Dykes provided the
entertainment.
Attending were Deanna Roten,
Jim Bryant; Shelby Bryant, Bax
Covington; Camille Arrington, Tommy Merritt; Kay Wilson, Carroll
Beeson; Annette McDougald, Harvey
Gatlin; Eula Holloway,
Robert

Hamm.

White House
Grocery
Good FoodsReasonable Prices

Wanda Diestlekamp, James Hodges; Jennie Gentry, Richard Riley;
Billie Weeden, Gaylon Embry; Virginia Dykes, Jay Byerley; Zerita McAlister, Peggy McLemore, Beulah
Mitz, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wiley and
Mr. and Mrs. James Burrow.

AL WAVS WELCOME

In a candlelight ceremony performed Jan. 28 in Harding's small
auditorium, Miss Helen Rice, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rice of
Corning, became the bride of Don
Porterfield, son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
H. Porter field Sr., of Poplar Bluff,
Mo.
Pat Stewart officiated before an
archway entwined with ivy flanked
with candlabra. The Harding A Cappella Chorus sang "Because," "Oh
Promise Me," and the traditional
wedding marches.
Miss Gloria Shewmaker served as
the bride's only attendant. She wore
a pink faille dress and carried a
colonial bouqet of pink and white
carnations.
Given in marriage by her brother,
Clarence Rice, the bride wore a
white faille dress with a matching
jacket. Rhinestones and seed pearls
encircled the neckline. She wore
matching white accessories and carried a bouquet of red roses on a
white Bible.
Richard Andrejewski served as
best man, and ushers , were Dale
McAnulty and Joel Gardner.
A reception was held immediately
after the ceremony in the Emerald
Room of Ganus Student Center. Mrs.
Bobby Coker was in charge of the
bride's book. Others assisting were
Misses Lois Coburn, Pat Stine, Jennie Gentry and Jo Fortner.
The couple will make their home
in Searcy while the groom continues
his studies at Harding.

Patterson-Todd
Engagement Told
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Patterson,
Granite, Okla., announce the engagement of their daughter, Jo Ann,
to Roger Todd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse J. Todd of Mangum, Okla.
Miss Patterson is a sophomore at
Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, Okla. Mr. Todd, a senior at
Harding College, is majoring in social science.
Wedding plans have not been announced.

at the

SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE

IDEAL SHOP

205 West Arch
Phone 1
Your WESTINGHOUSE
DEALER

Banquet Time Is Here!
Choose Your Corsages From

"Flowers of Distinc.tion
We Wire Flowers
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W. ·H. C.'s Hold

Socially Speaking

Country Supper Girls' Clubs
Surrounded by corn stalks, bales
of hay and gourds the W. H. C.'s
looked like regular country gals in
their full cotton dresses when they
entertained their dates at the Legion
Hut on Jan. 20.
The country folks entertained
themselves by playing musical games
and showing their prowess in drinking from baby bottles. A spelling bee
and hog calling contest were also
featured. Suzie Bryant gave a reading, and Eleanor Weaver gave a
skit.
Those attending were: Mary Dunn,
Louis Eckstine; Lorene Smith, J. D.
Cash; Tillie Watson, Ron Bever;
Barbara Walton, J. L. May; Patsy
Craig, Bob Scott; Susie Bryant, Bill
Floyd; Pat Stine, Mike Moore; Dorthea Putman, Bill Desmuke.
Jackie Messick, Duane McCampbell; Carol Trent, Will Parker; Marva Jo Shupe, Herb Stewart; Jane
Aaron, Darrel Alexander; Joy Womack, Frank Gatlin; Emily Travis,
Bill Diles; Eleanor Weaver, Virgil
Weare.
Darlene Darling, Bob Claunch; Iva
Lou Langsdon, Edsel Hughes; Glennette Smith, Herman Alexander;
Asako Kakehi, Francis Albin, Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. West Jr., sponsors.
Special guests were Mr. and Mrs.
James Atteberry, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Mattox and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Westjohn.

Junior Class Holds
First Party Feb. 21

Elect New

Spring Officers
By JACKIE JONES
Everyone can breathe a sigh of
relief now that finals are over and
can look forward to another semester of banquets, parties and outings.
GATA's have elected Rosalyn
Shappley, president; Carolyn Hutt,
vice-president; Mary Duer, secretary;
Jackie Anguish, treasurer; Lucia DuBois, song leader; and Pat Allen, reporter.
Last Monday night the TNT's met
the Delta Iota's in basketball. TNT
was victorious, 66-28. After the
game, the winners held a short
meeting to discuss plans for their
coming cowboy party.
H Club elected the following officers at their last meeting: Kay Wilson, president; Eula Holloway, vicepresident; Shelby Bryant, secretarytreasurer and Wanda Diestelkamp,
reporter. After the meeting Mrs.
James Burrow, sponsor and hostess,
served refreshments.
The Reginas held their regular
club meeting Sunday afternoon and
elected the following officers: Jo
Anne King, president; Joy Bell, vicepresident; Lora Ann Oliver, secretary-treasurer; Ramona Thompson,
sergeant-at-arms; Elaine Foren, reporter and Modena Parks, historian.

Tri Sigs Recall ·
Accomplishments

The junior class had its first party of this semester Jan. 21 in the
Emerald Room.
After eating a supper of sloppy
joes and punch, the members of the
class played games and were enter·
tained by a skit.
Charles Thacker headed the entertainment committee, and Pat
Stine, Andee King, Virginia Baker,
"Moments to Remember" were reJanice Redwine and Merlin Ward called when the Tri Sigma Delta
prepared the food. Joe Seagraves social club held its annual banquet
was both chairman and committee Jan. 21 at the Rendezvous.
for cleaning up.
Four persons discussed what the
club had done the year he was a
freshman. The guests each received
WELCOME!
a little white Scottie dog with Tri
Harding Students & Faculty
Sigma Delta written on a red ribbon around the dog's neck.
Attending were Doyle Helms,
Where you get the best in
Mary Hill; James Hearn, Johnice
haircuts CA Christian shop)
Young; Lewis Stewart, Charlene
Kimbro; Mac Angle, Joy Bell; Jim
+•-•-•-.;-•-•-•-mr-m-111-•-•+ Chandler, Margaret Austin; Tony
Pippen, Darlene Darling; Alfred
Couch, Connie Powell; Bill Powers,
I
I
Sue Cullum; Glenn Kays, Sylvia
Tompkins; Don Helms, Betty Good-

Of Four Years

Bradley's Barber Shop
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!
Jeweler
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It Pays to Shop

I

Sterling
Stores
"Be Thrifty"

!

man.
Boyce Helms, Arlene Hale; Bob

Searcy's Leading 5c -

$1.00

!

I
I

!
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son, Lucia Du Bois; Chris Brewer,
Helen Hendrix; Charles Collins,
Sandra Collins and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Atkinson.
Special guests were Pat Dykes,
Libby Landson; Dudley Spears, Dottie Goodman; Charles Ha:re, Ila
Verne Crews; John Wilson and Melba Sands.
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SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

Haile Furniture Co.
"The store that sells for cash and sells for less'*
108 E. Arch St.
Phone 211

THE PIT

Harding College Student and Faculty
Members

Hamburgers ••••-1 Bc
6for $1.00
THE BEST BAR-8-Q JN TOWN

Complete service on any make cars or trucks.

Highway 67 East

103 W. Arch
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ALLEN'S
Our business is to serve
you with top quality
cookies, decorated .cakes
an<J. bakery products.

Let us serve you ....

Phone 1000

Stotts
Drug Store

t

i QUALITY BAKERY
i

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

i1

I
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Grace Neal Florist
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Atomic
Energy
Series
Prof. Atteberry, Talented Wife
Becoming Sacrificial Carpenters Launches Science Club
Into Fourth Semester
By PATSY CRAIG

"Hang on, Ruth, until I find a
ladder!"
These will probably be the words
of Jim Atteberry when his tal~nted
wife, Ruth, begins nailing the roof
down on their new house.

With a series of programs centered around the theme
"Atomic Energy," the Harding College Science club enters its
fourth semester of work anticipating the most active and interesting period in its history. Broadening its scope of activiti~s,
the Science club will enter several intra-state activities this
spring.

Mr. Jim and Ruth are now engaged in building themselves a new
house on Market Street. Already,
both are skilled enough to belong
to the carpenters' local. Even though
bedecked in genuine carpenter duds,
he's still an English professor, the
same versatile personality who
greets every Harding student with
a warm smile and a friendly hello.

After a rather disappointing conception last year, · the Science club
has blossomed into one of the most
progressive campus organizations.
With the increased inte<rest manifested by the new members, the club
has begun a program of interest to
the entire college.

When asked if he is an experThey hope to be living in their new house by Christmas.
ienced brick layer, Jim confidently
an~wers, "Not yet!" Professors, he
thinks, can learn too, and there- with no outside help. Occasionally "fireplace-to-be," and many, many
fore he has no qualms about his friends drop by and offer their ser- hours of exhausting labor until the
vices.
task is done.
building adventure.
The work is not being done at
Yet rewards are to come. When
Actually, this is not a new ven- the sacrifice of Mr. Atteberry's other the dream house is completed, all
ture for Mr. Atteberry. Iri Golden, important duties, but is done in the its luxuries and comforts will await
Colo., in 1951 and 1952 he built fate afternoons and at nights. Ruth two patient, sacrificial carpenters
two houses; one for himself and one often works alone until he7 joins her. and their children, Jan and Jim.
for a friend.
However, many sacrifices are necThe house will be a brick strucThe unusual and outstanding fac- essary in a project of this nature. ture of eight rooms, two baths and
tor about the project is that the Sacrifices to be anticipated are a garage. Mr. and Mrs. Atteberry
Atteberrys completely designed the one small, crushed finger belonging began work in August of 1955, and
house; Mr. Atteberry drew up the to the person of Ruth Atteberry; they hope to be finished by Christplans himself and the two of them bruised spots and broken bones suf- mas 1956.
are doing all the work (including fered by the head carpenter, who
Harding should be proud of
the digging and foundation work) insists on falling backwards into the such an outstanding faculty member.

Views

NfWS

and
Previews

By LANNY FARIS
Truman-The ex-president is to be
the principal speaker at the
Democratic party's JeffersonJ ackson Day dinner at Boston
Feb. 4.
Vladimir V. Matskevich-The Russian minister of agriculture
said that more exchange visits
of farm, industrial and other
groups between Russia and the
United States would help end
the cold war.
Cut In Auto Output-Because of the
decreasing demand for new
cars, the auto industry has cut
orders for steel, tires, glass, etc.
The industry has also made
cuts in production, and workers
are being laid off, The reason:
there were only 362,000 unsold
autos on hand in 1955, but already there are 808,000 unsold
autos on hand this year. Dealers
have been giving long-term
credit, but still they cannot sell
the new cars. To overcome the
slack in auto sales, the 1957
models will be introduced earlier. The new models will bring
a big change in design and will
be equipped with air suspension
instead of springs. Fuel-injection
vvill replace the carburetor; and
smaller, but wider tires will be
on most new cars. The new look
will be a lower and longer car.

anced budget. Now that the
budget has been balanced he
has resigned. Mr. Hughe's successor will be the present deputy director of the budget, Percival F. Brunage. Mr. Hughes
has been director of the budget
since April, 1954.
Moscow-The next target for Soviet
Russia will be Latin America,
Moscow says~ Looking over the
last 10 years we find that Russia grabbed Eastern Europe
first. Next came China, Korea,
Inda-China, and then came a
sudden leap into Africa through
Egypt. Now Moscow is offering aid to our neighbors in Latin America.
Toledo-Melvin Breitner, a 200pound policeman, fainted and
fell off a hospital bed while
awaiting the birth of his new
child. He broke his ankle and
cut a nine-stitch wound in his
head.

Academy
NEWS

Atomic Series
Jan. 25 was the beginning of the
series on the atom to be continued
in chapel programs. "Unlocking the
Atom,'' "Atomic Energy is a Blessing," "'A' is for Atom," "Atoms for
Peace," "The Atom and the Doctor" and "The Atom and Biological
Science" are to be shown through·out the spring.
A field trip to the Alco Aluminum
plant, Bauxite, Feb. 20, will highlight the spring activities of the
group. Numerous other field trips
are being planned.

Cooperation is being exercised
with the science department in organizing a science fair for the 13
counties served by Harding. This
event will be held Apr. · 13.
Industries Present Programs
Emphasis is being placed on the
scientific development of modern industry. Westinghouse will present a
program, "Dawn's Early Light,"
Winburn Tile, "Ceramics" and
Acoustics and Specialities company,
"Acoustics." Bell Telephone and
Reynolds Metal will also present programs for college audiences.
The Harding College Science club
is working for the development of
a collegiate section of the Arkansas
Academy of Science.
The club is dedicated to the formation of a greater scientific appreciation among the students. Membership is still open to those interested.

1 I~--------····-------------··-------- ,
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Cleaners
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Shop At

BEN FRANKLIN
Your Friendly Store

Experience· is the name so many
people give to their mistakes.

Ir:·-----------------------------------
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iAL & DEAN CAFE
i
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Hill ·Morris Florist
"The Best in Flowers"
We Give Top Value Stamps
Phone 539
12 l 3 E. Race St.

I
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in
"Man With The Gun"

Our Aim Is To Please!

SATURADY-2 BIG HITS

Prescriptions - Drugs - Gifts - Toiletries

TWO GOOD DRUGSTORES

i

Headlee Walgreen

I

North Spring

I
I

Park Avenue Grocery

I
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"We ApprecJate Your Business"

i

! We Deliver
I
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I
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Headlee Rexall
North

I
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S&H Green Stamps
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Beginning at mid-term the new
I
I
I
l
I
officers for the S.T.A.R. club are:
I
president, Wendy Rhodes; vice-presI
ident, Scotty Knight and secretaryII
I
treasurer, Ruth Simmons.
I
I
I
The Kat's new officers are: presiThe only bargain
dent, Claudette Dubois; vice-presiI
dent, Charlene Harris; secretaryI
II
treasurer, Lois Robertson; reporter,
in cleaning is
I
Marilyn Gayle Davis and kitten-atI
I
I
arms, Faye Berry.
QUALITY
New officers for the Sub Debs are
I
I
president, Lu Alice Martin; viceI
I
president, Marcia Van Sandt; secreI
tary-treasurer, Bettie West; reportEast Race St. - Searcy
er, Pat Street and deb-at-arms, Betty Fogarty.
Phone 1297
I
I
In the run off for favorite and
l
!
best-all-around girl and boys are
Gerald Casey, Roy Vanderpool,
Charlene Hatris and Claudette Du
Bois.
Listed for cutest boy and girl are
Faye Berry, Linda Grady, Joe Salling, Timmy Rhodes and Mavis Baldwin.
Listed for wittiest boy and girl - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - are Bob Wallace, Jimmy Williams,
Bubba Davis, Clarajane Lappo and
Rheba Jo Berryhill.

The following are now eligible for
membership in the Beta club: Jack :
I
Baldwin, Nancy Banowsky, Johnny
Home Cooked Meals
I
Berryhill, Georgia Cain, Charles DavServed
Daily
I
is, Gayle Davis, Dale Essary, Lee I
Hiway 67 South
Fuller, John Rex Gibbons, Linda I
Graddy, Don Hayes, Jane Lewis, l: ·--------------~--.. ---------------~!
Wendy Rhodes, Harold Valentine,
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Bob Wallace and Billy Williams.
The Honor Roll consists of Richard
Rowland R. Hughes---The director of Beeson, Faye Berry, James Howard,
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
the budget was finally able to Lynn Rhodes, Lois Robertson, MarRobert Mitchum
present Congress with a bal- cia Van Sandt and Ruth Simmons.

Flowers are the only perfect gift
for every occassion.

I

home appliances !
I
diamonds i ! TV sates & services !

! AH

~pruce

O"'e
?nan's .Opinion.
By DEWEY BROWN
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS
CHAMP - UNOPPOSED?
Sports assignments for the Bison
can sometimes turn out to be epoch
making tourisms.
Such was the trek to the Northeast Arkansas Golden Gloves Boxing
Tournament in Osceola made by
Harding's boxing pride, Jim Ellis,
and me one dismal, snowy afternoon
last week. Ellis went unopposed to
take the Northeast Arkansas title
for the third straight year, but one
couldn't say that with a straight
face and really mean it. It seemed
the very elements were against Jim.
Ellis had to go to Osceola for the
weigh-in or he wouldn't be qualified. Getting there was quite a fight,
and Jim is a real champ for having
made it.
The trek started about 2 p. m.
with Jim promising Chuck Collins
faithfully that he would have his
'55 Plymouth back by 9:30 safe and
sound. He kept his word too - it
was jll$'t 9:30 the, next morning. Ellis and I spent the night parked by
the side of the road.
Everything was going fine as we
zoomed by Newport at 3:30 doing
about 35 miles an hour. The remaining distance was a fight all the way,
and here is where Jim Ellis earned
his title and this typewriter pounder
earned a good story.
Once the little Plymouth went
into' a complete spin, but luckily we
were only doing about 25 and nothing serious resulted except perhaps
a brief spell of psychic shock. Twenty was the speed· limit from there
on.

Then the:re was the log in the
road. Jim is a fair hand at shuffle
board, however, and we pulled to
a stop about five feet short of the
mark. After doing our boy scout
duty we continued our pace of 20,
determined and hopeful.
Rain about 20 miles this side of
Osceola pushed our mileage up to
35, and we pulled in at the Osceola
high school gymnasium about 6:30
confident that we (loosely speaking)
could whip anyone in the United
States.
Jim weighed in at exactly 160
pounds, the maximum for a middleweight. When he learned that he
was unopposed for the second
straight year, he challenged Raymond Vagus to a three round exhibition bout. Vagus, a 170-pound
light-heavy contender, accepted the
challenge.
The two punchers had it out the
first two rounds, but slowed it down
a mite in the third, both t~ring. Ellis
was much faster than the heavier
Vagus and probably out-pointed him.
However, Jim's timing was slightly
off - but then whose wouldn't be.
On our way home our troubles
began in earnest. Our car started
up a steep hill, made it about halfway and then came to an abrupt
halt. After pushing it up the hill we
settled down for the night, - admitting defeat.
To make a long story short we
pulled in at our dear old alma mater
right on time - 9:30 (a. m.). There
was no welcoming committee. Mr.
Collins was glad to see us get back
and that made three.

Keepsake Diamonds
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Forms Available
For Med Exams
Candidates for admission to medical school in the fall of 1957 are
advised to take the Medical College
Admission Test in May, it was announced today by the Educational
Testing Service, which prepares and
administers the test for the Association of American Medical Colleges.
These tests, required of applicants by almost every medical college throughout the country, will be
given twice during the current calendar year. Candidates taking the
May test, however, will be able to
furnish scores to institutions in
early fall when many medical colleges begin the selection of their
next entering class.
Candidates may take the MCAT
on Saturday, May 5, 1956, or on
Tuesday, Oct. 30, 1956, at administrations to be held at more than
300 local centers in all parts of the
country. The Association of American Medical Colleges recommends
that candidates for admission to
classes starting in the fall of 1957
take the May test.
The MCAT consists of tests of general scholastic ability, a test on the
understanding of modern society
and an achievement test in science.
According to ETS, no special preparation other than a review of science subjects is necessary. All questions are of the objective type.
Application forms and a Bulletin
of Information, which gives details
of registration and administration, as
well as sazµple questions, are available from pre-medical advisers or
directly from Educational Testing
Service, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, N. J . Completed applications
must reach the ETS office by Apr.
21 and Oct. 16, respectively, for th.e
May 5 and Oct. 30 administrations.
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All Pete needed was a little help!
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If you wish to build
from the ground up
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Stuart Coffey's
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Deluxe Barber Shop f
Welcoming
Harding College
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I Southerland
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Lumber Co.

Expert Guaranteed Watch & Jewelry Repair

Miller's
Jewelers
Just behind the Rialto Theatre
I

HERE'S THE KEY ••••
Keep Tuned To

KWCB
1300 on your radio dial
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GULF STATION

on the way
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Main & Park Avenue
Phone 923
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Rubberized WALL SATIN
takes the work out of pointing
interior walls ond ceilings.

~
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• Flows on easily with brush or roller
• Dries in an hour
• Easy to clean upjust wash brush in soap and water

$5e39

MBenjamin ~.

oorepaints

Consult us about your painting questions

WOOD •FREEMAN LUMBER CO.
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t. FOR TASTE ••• bright,
bracing, ever-fresh sparkle.
2. FOR REFRESHMENT •••
quick energy, with
as few calories as half
u average, juicy grapefruit.
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If you make your job important,
it is quite likely to return the
favor'.

For the best in music, news & sports
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Cats Top Defensiye Record
In 64-24 Win Over Bradford

Eight Tough Opponents fail To Discourage Ellis
By DEWEY BROWN

Opening fast behind the sharpshooting of Jimmy Adkins,
the Harding Academy Wildcats coasted to a 64-24 victory over
Bradford Satur day night in Rhodes Memorial Field House. The
. win marked the Cat's seventh llS against eight defeats.
Harding, hitting 34 per cent of its shots, took an early 10
point lead,, and the visitors never threatened from there out.
The score at halftime was 32-16.

Brawny Jim Ellis, Harding's amateur boxing pride, heads for Memphis tonight seeking t he open middleweight boxing crown at the MidSouth Golden Gloves Tournament.
Ellis w on the Northeast Arkansas
Golden Gloves cr own last week at
Osceola when h e went unopposed .
It was the third straight year h e has
held the title.

J

1

In holding Bradford to 24 points,
Harding broke its previous defensive record. It held Bald Knob to 28
points in a game earlier this season.
. This was Harding's third straight
' win over Bradford.
Gerald Casey and John Gibbons,
with 12 points each, were close be-

:I

Eight Tough Ones
The good-looking middlweight
doesn't know as of y et who his
first opponent will b e a t Memphis.
"All I know is that ther e are eight
of them, and they're all plenty
tough," Ellis remarked on leaving
for Earle Saturday ev ening where
he will train· for the F eb. 1 bout.
Jim is well known around the
Memphis ar ea as a collegiate puncher. In 1954 as an 18-year-old high
school senior he went undefeated
at Osceola to reach the M~d-South
tournament.
In his first fight he soundly whipped Gene Hethrington, but was disqualified from further tournament
action because of a bad cut just
over his left eye.
"I sure hated it that I couldn't
continue in the tournament," Ellis
recalls. "Hethrington was a good
boxer, and h e gave me ' the best
scrap of my box ing career. I'm sure
I could have taken the Mid-South
title that year, because I was in the
best shape that I've ever been in.
I was a senior in Harding Academy,
and I didn't have anything to do but
box. Now that I'm in college I havn 't as much time for training."
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PLAYER
Boler
Flaxbeard
Perrin
Cloud
Garner
Olbricht
Moore
Richards
Knight
Norwood
Alexander

TEAM
Mules
Alligators
Wolf-Pack
Bruins
Huskies
Graduates
Trojans
Mules
Alligators
Cougars
Panthers

PTS.
123
120
100
110
107
101
97
78
96
85
85

NO. G.
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6

AVG.
20.5
20
20
18.3
17.8
16.8
16.2
15.6
15.2
14.2
14.2

BASKETBALL STAN DINGS
Atlantic Coast League

Started In High School
Ellis, who has marked up a 24-2
boxing record in the amateur ranks,
started his boxing career in 1951
as a freshman in high school in
Fairbanks, Alaska. "My step-father
bought me a pair of boxing gloves,
and I joined the school boxing
t eam. I was hesitant about joining
at first because I was the only
freshman trying out. All the other
boys were seniors." Jimmy made the
team, however, and won the Territorial Boxing Championship.
After moving to Detroit, Mich.,
Jim fought during his sophomore
and junior year s in the Detroit
Golden Gloves Tournaments. In
1953, his junior year, he lost his
first fight to Jerry Kendall for the
Michigan state championship. Kendall, who won the bout by a split
decision, now box es for Michigan
State on a scholarship.
This marks Ellis' third year of
fighting in Arka nsas and his third
year to win the Nor theast Arkansas
title.
Jim has gone unopposed the last
two y ears at Osceola. In 1953 he
fought to a draw in an exhibition
bout with Dale Davis from Senath,
Mo. Davis, one of the most outstanding boxers in the South, went on to
win the Mid-South title in the welterweight division.

hind Adkins in scoring. Casey and
Gibbons controlled rebounding on
both boards, each grabbing 16. Casey led tha field in assists with 12.
Thr ee Harding players - Calvin
Con, Roy Vanderpool and Don Berryhill, all starters - were not suited
up for the game.

Jim Ellis, who will be contending for the Mid-South middleweight boxing crown tonight at Memphis, strikes the pose that 26
former opponents have had to face in the ring. Ellis enters the Golden
Gloves Tournament with
24-2 amateur boxing record.

a

Ellis went to Memphis also, but been in rigorous training throughout
was defeated in his first fight by this week.
Brackey.
One thing is definitely in Ellis'
Unopposed Again
favor. For his age and experience,
At Osceola this year Jim weighed he is one of the best middleweight
in at 160 pounds. When informed amateur boxers in the South. Add to
that he was unopposed again, Ellis this the sharpening up Jim has been
staged an exhibition bout with Ray- doing at Earle and Harding College
mond Vagus, a 170 light-heavy con- may come up with the Mid-South
tender. The two punched it out for middleweight champ.
three rounds with no decision being
"If I do lose at Memphis," Jim
m a de. However, it was the general said just before leaving for Earle,
feeling that the faster Ellis outpoint- "the guy that beats me will know
ed Vagus. Vagus later lost to Reed that he's been in a fight."
in a light-heavy bout at Osceola.
Ellis h a d beaten both men in previous tournaments.
How Ellis will fare in the Memphis fights this year is unknown. He
is not in top shape due to excessive
time taken by final exams. However,
he headed for Earle immediately after his last exam Saturday, and has
----------------------------

TEAM
WON
Mules ......... ....... ... ............. 5
Graduates .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. 5
Wolfpack ........... ............. 4
Alligators ... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 4
Panthers .. ... .. .... .. .. . .. .. .... .. 2
Terrapins ... .. .. . ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1

Minor League

LOST
1
1
2
2
4
5

Pacific Coast League
TEAM
WON
Huskies ... .... ..... .... ..... ..... .. 5
Cougars ......... ... .. .............. 8
Fauclty .. ..... ... ............... .. . 3
Trojans ............... .. ........... 2
Bruins ....... .. ............... ...... 2
Webfeet .. ......... .... .... ..... .. 0

LOST
1
3
S
4
4
6

TEAM
WON
Mars ..... ... .... .. .. ... ............. 3
Jupiter ......... .. .. ..... ........ .. 2
Mercury .. .. .... ......... ....... .. .. 2
Saturn ................ .. .. ........ 2
Venus .... .... .... ..... ........ ... .. 1
Neptune .......... .. .... ......... ... 1
Uranus .... .. ... .... ........ ....... 1
Pluto .. .... ................. ..... .... 0

LOST
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Expert Watch Repair

!

C. J. FANSLER

I

1 block north of
Baker Chevrolet
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J. D. PHILLIPS
AND SON
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TV-Radio
SALES AND SERVICE
Searcy

120 W. Race
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The Best a1rcuts m
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Town Come From
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Super Conoco

i

l Centra I Barber Shop l

'I
''
For the best in
I'
Lubrication and all your '
'
service needs .•. it's
l'
''
''
''
'''
''''
921 :'
923 E. Race
'
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For The Best In Auto Repair
Tow Service
Tune-up
Wheel Balancing

HART AUTO SERVICE

(A HARDING ALUMNUS)
Night Phone 854-W
Day Phone 420

Lincoln-Mercury
SALES & SERVICE
The newest factory-approved equipment for
your convenience and satisfaction.

BEN SCROGGINS
"'where to buy them"

We Regret To Inform You There Will
Be A Slight Increase In Dry Cleaning
Prices Beginning Feb. I

I

I

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY
"The Best In The Business"

Greg Rhodes, Mgr.

'k
-k
-k
-k
"k

Cleaning
Pressing
Wet Wash
Fluf Dry
Laundry Finish

